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The Red Tree
and The Drowning Girl

Caitlín R. Kiernan's The Red Tree (2010) and The Drowning Girl (2012) are
novels masquerading as journals or memoirs that present their “hauntings” as the
afterlife of pain that echoes, repeats, and distorts space/time. This article argues,
drawing from the work of Ann Cvetkovich, that Kiernan’s novels self-consciously
produce and serve as provocative archives of queer trauma. Through a shared
promiscuous or nontraditional archival materials, each novel centers feelings-oriented approaches to processing grief and isolation that are less readily addressed
through normative therapeutic means. Processing traumatic experiences through
ential method for understanding the archive of feelings as at once a creation of
knowledge and a practice of knowing, one that makes space for alternatives to
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Queer ghost stories haunted by bad feelings and feeling bad, Caitlín R. Kiernan's
(2010) and
(2012) are novels masquerading as
journals or memoirs, presenting narratives about the afterlife of pain that echoes, repeats, and distorts space/time. On the surface,
is traditional
New England horror about a woman writer going mad in an isolated haunted
house, while
is "a ghost story with a mermaid and a wolf"
(Kiernan 2012: 1) about a mad girl's amorous liaisons with monsters. In terms of
their similarities, both protagonists are queer women writers whose relations to
debility1 , whose capacities in the social and physical worlds, are complicated by
often-unmet needs for domestic or emotional care. Both women have lost a previous lover to suicide and have begun fresh relationships but remain emotionally
distant and resentful of their new girlfriends. The novels' framing as journal/
memoir allows these protagonists to skim past the traumatic event of loss proper,
bodily feelings of that trauma. The novels, therefore, stand as a conceptual duet
married through a shared conceit: what the respective protagonists each refer to
describe the disturbing and disruptive short stories nested
the journals,
which allow the protagonists to examine their traumatic experiences—experi-

of recapacitation" (Crosby and Jakobsen 2020, 77), ultimately come to serve as
2
alternative means of knowing
such as grief, pain, and
isolation. These stories argue for the vital potentiality of acts of artistic creation,
as opposed to or in conversation with traditional therapeutic interventions (Cvetkovich 2012).
Parsing (bad) feelings and their functions in
and
requires engaging the novels' own theoretical approaches to trauma. The
novels propose nuanced understandings of the relationships formed between the
experience of a traumatic event, the communication or integration of that event,
and the broader socio-textual worlds that
an individual's sense of self. These
relations are multidirectional; the weight of bad feelings is laid against ethical
questions about externalizing them, passing them on, and consuming or being
multaneous noun and verb, then critique their attempts to contain or encom-
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pass that trauma within archives. The core term Kiernan uses to fold together
fraught questions of what the unstable archive contains as well as the ethics of
.
commonly a repetition or memorialization of a traumatic event, an intrusion of
the orientation of haunting: troubling the linearity of past to present to future
with a sort of queer permeability, arguing that texts themselves are haunts—and
that people, such as the reader themselves, are no more or less than a collection
of haunt(ed) texts gathered within a body-archive.
self and world within these novels'
promiscuous materials, searching for what is "emotionally meaningful about the
story as opposed to what is factually true" (Cvetkovich 2003, 275), this article

feelings3 , this article draws primarily from Ann Cvetkovich's "archive of feelings"
and Sara Ahmed's phenomenological writings on orientation and disorientation as
broadly explores "cultural texts as repositories of feelings and emotions," while
archives of trauma serve as a "point of entry into […the] many forms of love,
rage, intimacy, grief, shame, and more" (2003, 7) central to contemporary queer
life. Characters Sarah Crowe in
and India Morgan Phelps in
, as writer-protagonists, construct textual archives of feeling within
their journals—often through circular and self-conscious narration demonstrating
the "unspeakable and unrepresentable" nature of their trauma, which is "marked
by forgetting and disassociation" and strains against "conventional forms of documentation, representation, and commemoration" (7). Due to fracturing by loss

are only able to develop a sense of self-knowledge—or a sense of emotional cohesion—in nonlinear fashion through their strange archives (Cvetkovich 2003,
and objective facts regarding recollections of trauma are made explicit within the
intertexts and the protagonists' narration—modeling, in an almost methodological
form, Kiernan's overarching thematic project as represented
the novels. The
textual structure, the archive itself, is key to these interpretations.
The article next engages with the multiple representations of queer trauma—as
toxin, as text, as haunting—these novels explore, as well as their ethical and recuperative approaches to those very same traumas. To locate
and
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within a queer public culture orienting around trauma is to
simultaneously locate Kiernan's career-spanning artistic embrace of bad feelings
there as well; these literary interventions participate in a larger counterpublic enassimilationist understanding of queer feelings (Doyle 2013; Berlant and Warner
2013). Cvetkovich's suggestion that these forms of artistic production serve to "juxtapose cultural production and therapy […] to expand the category of the therabetween clinical professional and client" (Cvetkovich 2003, 10) are also of use as
broader contexts. Finally, when considered through the lens of public cultures, the
author of a text lingers within their own archives as a sort of holy ghost. Kiernan,
4

blogs exploring the relations between their artistic labors and their experiences of
medication, psychiatry, trans lesbian ing, suicide, poverty, and the labor of making art as a neuroatypical person.
After all, an identical loss rests at the center of both novels and also within Kiernan's own dedications: a lover's death by suicide. The materiality of suicide—and
the ways the women left behind process (or fail to process) the concomitant loss—is
a lingering textual specter. Drawing from the disability studies works of Mel Y.
Chen and Margaret Price, the article lastly reframes the implicitly negative connotations of the trauma archive: interrogating the haunting as a process that does
permeate and poison, but
, as it produces alternate forms of knowing the
prescription medication (or lack thereof), alcohol, post-traumatic stress, depression,
5
cept of cripistemologies
the disorientation of trauma by coming to terms with how it
—if not in the
end, what really
However, the novels' oppositional endings complicate
a direct correlation between the creation of trauma archives and therapeutic or
rehabilitative outcomes.
opens with an editor's preface informing the
reader of Sarah's suicide at the farmhouse, rendering the protagonist a living ghost
drifting through the text. Conversely, at the close of
a relieved
save us" (2012, 319). These conclusions, one catastrophic and one hopeful, engage
to the textures of everyday experience" (Cvetkovich 2003, 3).
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tuality, and audience immediately into uncertainty through a fascinating muddle
sandwiched between those pages are separate dedications—as well as epigraphs,
in the case of
. The initial page of
presents the
novel's title in cursive script, followed by Caitlin R. Kiernan's name; following
Kiernan who committed suicide6 . A second title page comes after, attributing
the text that follows in faux-typewritten script as "The Red Tree by Sarah Crowe
and Dr. Charles L. Harvey." Two epigraphs then appear, one from Thoreau's
and the other from Seneca the Elder.
tweaks the multiple-attribution formula, opening with a title page reading "
A Memoir by Caitlin R. Kiernan" and two dedications (one for Elizabeth Tillman
Aldridge), then a short introductory lyric by Kiernan7 as well as three short epigraphs. Only
the substantial front-matter attributed to Kiernan does
the second title page appear, unattributed but repeating "The Drowning Girl:
A Memoir" in a roughly identical font. 8 A ‘reproduction' of a painting appears
painting existing exclusively within the novel.
These paratexts complicate the origin of the novel as well as the role of the writer
or archivist. Their layering implies that the actual author of the interior textual
material is
Kiernan, but the characters/protagonists Sarah or Imp. However,
dedications preceding her protagonists' own directional gestures. Basic separations between author and text are complicated over and over. For example, though
Tree, even that is later confounded when the reader learns these are also the epthe novel. The manuscript—a research document on the haunting of the property
that begins, in turn, to haunt
belonged to Dr. Charles L. Harvey, a prior
guest of the farmhouse who also committed suicide, and is similarly titled "The
genre from a novel penned by Kiernan to a journal or memoir penned by Sarah or
Imp. Outright generic manipulation invites the reader into a recursive relationship
novel sets forward an unsettled orientation toward truth in the texts, signaling
that
and
are undertaking a peculiar theoretical
project—one fruitfully understood as an archive of trauma.
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entation toward a certain time and space for the reader. By manipulating these
gestures through the placement of the protagonists as their own writers, Kiernan
complicates the reader's orientation to the text and the text's orientation to the
world. Memoirs and journals perform a certain relationship to truth—a predespite the fact that these are
journals. Further proliferating para- and
intertextuality creates a queer confusion that complicates attempts to parse real-world references from novelistic inventions, in addition to the already-disoriratives. Sara Ahmed has argued that "queer does not have a relation of exteriority
to that with which it comes into contact" (2006: 4) and that bodies "may become
orientated in this responsiveness to the world around them, given this capacity
orientation serves as "a way of describing the feelings that gather when we lose our sense of who it is that we are" (20). Kiernan
loses their sense of authorial self within the protagonists' authorial selves; Sarah
and Imp lose their sense of being due to traumatic experiences neither has fully
processed. The reader enters a state of disorientation as well, as the mimetic slides
into the speculative, echoing with
embodied as ghosts, hauntings,
archives and the ways feeling haunts their protagonists, so to do they enact these

And then so, too, does the audience grasp for reorientation alongside the protagonists after supernatural or psychic intrusions—a reorientation that is located
through the process of creating archives of feeling through story-telling. These
experiences which have persisted and become a crisis (Ahmed 2006, 157). Trounovels' feeling of disorientation, as well as to becoming-orientated in the aftermath
of trauma. However, on the audience and authorial tiers, the paratextual slippages
of attribution imply these troubled distinctions are also central to the novels as
cultural sphere. In

, Cvetkovich argues that the "notion

that move backward and sideways rather than just forward" (2012, 21). She then
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poses a question that resonates alongside Sarah and Imp's struggles to orient
As expanded upon below, the stuck-ness of failing to write, of being
to
process through creation, echoes the stuck-ness of traumas that cannot be simply
vital alternatives for survival.
itor's note which opens
describes protagonist Sarah Crowe's arrival,
struggles, and ultimate death at Wight farm as a "self-imposed exile" peppered
with outgoing requests "for more time on a long overdue and never complete
novel," during which she became "like the heroines of her novels, a haunted
woman" wrapped up in "the shrouds of delusion and depression" (Kiernan 2010:
13). Sarah herself later echoes Cvetkovich's "fear that you have nothing to say, or
that you can't say what you want to say, or that you have something to say but it's
entry that she has "written nothing, nothing at all, since leaving Atlanta" and
taking herself to task for journaling about the pond rather than her nightmare the
me" but in which "she doesn't die" (Kiernan 2010, 18-20). The traumatic event
appears, front and center, as a disorientation.
The opening chapters of
also foreground trauma,
,
and disorientation as central to the novel's feelings archive. After Imp informs
the reader of her personal and familial history of madness and explains that she
intends to write an intimate ghost story, she says:
Before I wrote that and decided it was true, I would come into this room
(which isn't the room where I paint, but the room with too many bookshelves)
and sit down in front of the manual typewriter that used to be Grandmother Caroline's […] I would sit here in this chair for hours, and never write a
single word. But now I've made my beginning, arbitrary though it may be
[…] (Kiernan 2012, 6).

Imp's initial grouping of objects and recollections are anchored through prose to
orient her story, ranging from old paintings to the asylum her grandmother was
hospitalized in. Once so-grounded, she writes that her project aim is to "go back
to that night in July" when she "met the mermaid named Eva Canning," while
simultaneously returning "to that other night, the snowy night in November"
when she "came across the girl who was actually a wolf, and who may have been
the same ghost as Eva Canning" (14).
serves as an
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those sets of memories could be factually true, though she remembers both as real.
Within both novels, Kiernan molds the performatively truthful form of journal or
feel
like) within promiscuous textual archives combining the mimetic, the
, and
the invented. Kiernan's public persona as a genre writer and horror critic informs
her protagonists' prose-craft as well. The use of supernatural or fantastic materials
on temporality and memory. Seeking alternatives to mainstream representations
some clues about how to survive those conditions and even to change them"—but
would "settle for a compelling description" of the feelings under consideration, "a

paired ghost stories as well. On another tier of genre, however, Kiernan's novels
as forms of truth that are felt rather than proven by evidence" (Cvetkovich 77).
and "experiment with prose styles that may not be user-friendly"; memoir can
public feelings" (141).
and
are, in this
sense, generic meldings that double the forms Cvetkovich argues are well-suited
to articulate public feelings through cultural materials—simultaneously creating
arguing for the utilities of these boundary-crossing archives of lesbian trauma:
feeling-archives which can be truthful without needing, necessarily, to be factual.
a productive complication arises even amongst those allusions, references, and

invented by Kiernan—but others
tiated from the other. The Phillip Saltonstall painting, also titled
which Imp says has haunted her from childhood does not properly
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Perrault is referenced in both novels and serves a central plot function within

acters' self-construction. However, the novels also contain extensive quotations
from Lewis Carroll, often from the "Lobster Quadrille" (Kiernan 2010,257, 343,
346, 361; Kiernan 2012, 113, 166, 177-182), as well as materials from multiple
iterations of "Little Red Riding Hood." Poe, Thoreau, and Joseph Campbell appear frequently in
Harvey, who within
manuscript quotes from the actual publication
Times. The reader's orientation is as uncertain as the narrators'; neither is allowed
lenges to the audience's grasp of the real versus the unreal point toward the ways
in which archives of trauma produce knowledge of the world, or of 'the truth,'
.
Said plainly, does it matter which intertextual materials originate in the "real"
world of the human audience and which are an invention of the novel, or the
protagonist… when the
9
nate methods of knowing based within the protagonists' bodyminds , to borrow
Saltonstall painting, Imp writes, "a lot of my memories are false memories, so I
can't ever be certain, one way or the other. A lot of my most interesting memories
seem never to have taken place" (Kiernan 2012, 11). Journaling is a method for
sorting her memories from the things that happened to her, though both are real
within her mind. Despite Imp's otherwise laissez-faire approach, though, being
unable to recall or parse the truth(s) of Eva Canning disturbs her. As she writes of
her own memoir, "there's no point in doing this thing if all I can manage is a lie.
Which is not to say every word will be factual. Only that every word will be true.
Or as true as I can manage" (6). In contrast, Sarah is a far more caustic narrator
whose journal is full of gaps and misattributed memories, including the central
short story ("Pony") she has no recollection of drafting. Near the conclusion she
writes of her missing time and confusion, "if my narrative is to be trusted—if
my goddamn memories are something upon which I can continue to
—then I
309). Sarah's tendencies toward drinking on top of her depression and seizure
medication, as well as her continual suicidal ideation, render her cognitive world
what function does the

-orienting archive of feelings serve—and how might
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The novels' trauma archives are both haunted
the materials they contain and
vectors of further hauntings for those who consume them. However, haunts are less
individualized than that infectious trajectory might imply: the world that spawns
the trauma archive is a haunted world containing the material traces of homophobia, racism, and sexism, among other structures of oppression. Cvetkovich argues
sions of trauma, those that sprawl past the limits of a neoliberal therapeutic focus
on personal ‘self-work' (2003, 33); she gathers materials that "don't look to either
identity or the state as a means for the resolution of trauma" (16) and represent

lesbian trauma as vexed sites, full of "ephemeral and unusual traces" (8) and artifacts embedded with pain. As with Cvetkovich's materials,
and
serve "as much to produce an archive as to analyze one"
(8). The boundaries between the individual, the archive, and the social world are
unstable; that instability creates a similarly unstable, unsettling archive.
Furthermore, the novels also propose ethical arguments about trauma archives and
as a queer permeability
that renders the self as much an archive as the texts. The belief in a coherent self
with a normative cognitive grasp of the world, an observing subject that consumes
or controls outside objects, collapses into a queer proliferation of knowledge(s) that
continually contradict, superimpose, and reconstruct the self. The clearest intra-tex"The Drowning Girl" as she writes,
Ghosts are the memories that are too strong to be forgotten for good, echoing
across the years and refusing to be obliterated by time. I don't imagine that
when Saltonstall painted The Drowning Girl, almost a hundred years before
That's another thing about ghosts, a very important thing—you have to be
careful, because hauntings are contagious. Hauntings are memes, especially
pernicious thought contagions, social contagions that need no viral or bactesong, a bedtime story, a grandmother's suicide, the choreography of a dance,
horse, a faded photograph, or a story you tell your daughter. […] Too often,
people make the mistake of trying to use their art to capture a ghost, but only
end up spreading their haunting. (2012, 12-13)
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Imp also fears her own haunting manuscript propagating itself with the same
irrepressible power. Another example she gives is the Suicide Forest. She argues
"that all this trouble in the Sea of Trees didn't begin until Seicho Matsumoto, a
Japanese detective and mystery writer, published a novel,
(The Black
Forest, 1960). In Matsumoto's book, two lovers choose Aokigahara as the most
appropriate place to commit suicide. And people read the book. And people began
going to the forest to kill themselves" (88-90). While archival materials are often
considered inert objects,
presents the archive as a creature of virality—a

Creating an archive externalizes the ghosts of traumatic events; however, in Kiernan's frame of contagious permeability, that act of creation might also result in the
haunting of the person who later consumes it. These haunted/haunting materials
are queerly toxic, in terms of Chen, and are perhaps best understood as "interspersals, intrinsic mixings, alterations, [that favor] interabsorption over corporeal
rather than pure destructive threat, the permeable body communing with a toxic
world reveals sociality and interdependence—without abandoning the realities
of pain or damage that simultaneously arise from exposures (Chen 2012). Sarah
writes near the end of her journal, after reproducing long sections of Harvey's
once-dead, now-revenant research manuscript on the property's own haunting,
"Jesus, it's got to be some kind of neurotic me sitting here transcribing this
In touching and reading these pages, in my trip to the tree and my exploration
of the vast basement below the house, have I become infected by this same
manuscript to the reader. Though these archival materials all translate traumatic
ly
others through their (re)production of sensations and feelings that linger.
While textual materials are one haunt contained within the novels, there are
other ghostly presences—such as the actual traumatic events, unspeakable but
sistently references the suicide of her lover, named Amanda, in the journal entries
while skirting the subject of her death via sardonic misdirections ("Are we back
Constance, the woman renting the top room of the farmhouse, asks Sarah about
Amanda she replies, "Amanda is my own private haunting. She's nothing I want
to share. And she's nothing you need to hear about" (297). Along the same lines,
in
Imp says the stories of her institutionalized mother and
grandmother haunt her—but so does her erstwhile lover, Eva. Past occurrences
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and backward through time. Cvetkovich suggests the past upwelling into the present or future is central to the trauma archive, drawing on "postmemory as it applies
to the children of survivors [of the Holocaust], who have an uncanny relation to
their parents' experience, which continues to mark subsequent generations" (2003,
29). The work of Avery Gordon also echoes through this ghostly temporality as
globalization […] conjures ghosts who demand not just that something be known
but that something be felt and done, […and] because ghosts are both visible and
invisible, the local evidence [they] provide is not just empirical" (44). Focusing on
as a productive concept isn't unique to Kiernan, but does provide linkages
between her protagonist's sense of their archives, their trauma, and their methods
of
their ghost stories (or trauma stories).
Being able to know themselves, after their experiences of disorientation and shattering, means being able to live on as themselves—or, as another version of the self, one
capable of survival. Their intimate senses of self have been scattered, well beyond
their previously practiced capacities for processing cognitive disruption—capacities
that arose, already, from lived experience as disabled women. Their constructed

"much more complicated than the events of what happened, connected to other
histories that were not [their] own" (Cvetkovich 2003: 2). The farmhouse Sarah
ultimately dies in is warped around the titular red tree and its brutal histories—local
ghosts that haunt her alongside her personal specter of a girlfriend lost to suicide,
echoing across time in the form of the hallucinatory experiences she records in her
ing memories she carries of the doubled Eva Canning creatures—memories she
processes through artistic creations that approach the reality of the matter: Eva was
neither a literal mermaid nor a literal wolf but a lover who walked into the sea to
her death as Imp watched. Furthermore, the novels
function as archives
of feeling crafted by Kiernan—sensational stories that work "as an alternative form
of knowledge to the abstractions of systemic analysis" (44)—with their own loss of
a lover to suicide framed through the dedications to Elizabeth Tillman Aldridge.
boundaries between materials, events, archivists, and audiences tangle around one
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another in a constant loop; separation is impossible, as each creates and is created
by their respective haunts. That permeability gestures not toward dissolution, but
toward a relational and proliferating form of orientation. As Margaret Price argues,
"[N]euroatypicality is often marked not by limitations but by excesses: of fantasy,
speech, awareness, sense, or sensitivity. What if we took our cure from bodymind
2014: 153). The archives gathered by the protagonists of these novels are not
by their proliferating, unstable materials; rather, the narratives, metaphors, songs,
from and speaking Imp's false memories and Sarah's lost time. If the monadic, boundaried self
is dispensed with in favor of a haunted/ing being—if self-concept is constructed
terials functions as
"between inside and outside" as "a mood, an atmosphere, or a sensibility"—serving
the dispersed and particulate function of toxin, building-block, or art. If traumatic
events travel unmoored through experiential time, and if the archive of feelings
contains its own animacy, then the trauma archive possesses a haunt's potential to
creators and their publics in the process.

are and
enacting the same project of survival their internal thematic arguments propose.
Journals are already limited constructs, being textual representations of inherently
fallible memories; as Sarah says, "Nevermind if I don't genuinely recollect even

by my lousy memory, I don't think the

is any worse for it" (57). Kiernan's

and the reality that all
events 'factually' to exorcize their lingering miasma proves unresolvable—due
to the nature of traumatic memories and the limitations of the prose form. For
example, while Imp's multiple memories are factual, she knows it's
impossible for both sets of recollections with the mermaid and the werewolf to be
real. Sarah's missing time, too, is inaccessible within her journal. Lost memories
are absent both from her mind and her archive—an absence which, as Cvetkovich
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argues regarding historical archives lost to social trauma (such as the gay and lesbian archive, or the archive of chattel slavery), might be best imagined through

truth of the
matter—a strategy Cvetkovich forwards within her depression archive, as well
proach, condensed within the phrase linking
to
:
evolve from the journals as archival processes but refer to the short stories the
protagonists each write and place
reportage couldn't approach or render meaningful—archiving the feeling of those
events as occurrences placed outside of (though drawn from within) the creator
an uncertainty regarding the possible

of using the archive of necessary
-

tion to trauma through coming to
does not always serve to drain their lethal toxicity from the host.
as
Imp recalls meeting Eva Canning on the side of the road. As a preface, she says,
"I think maybe now I'm ready to try to write it out in some semblance of a story
a true story, then it becomes a synoptic history" (Kiernan 2012, 63). Later on,
into one human, the Eva Canning who died by suicide, she writes, "We weave

Tree to refer to the practice of telling stories, given that even retellings aiming
then repeats the phrase again near the close of the novel, observing, "I am once
more forced to admit that much of these recollections are approximations. Neces-
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employs through her narrators and their representation of the work as
if not factual. As Cvetkovich argues, "Allison's commitment to storytelling as
emotional rather than literal truth applies to both, thereby undoing conventional

and
are short stories ‘written' by the protagonists and containing oblique though
powerful relations to the novels' permeating traumatic events. While Sarah and
Imp fail to parse their experiences through testimony, either for themselves or
the audience, the internal short stories strike the heart of the matter. The story
at the center of
is "Pony" (Kiernan 2010, 200), whereas there are
Mermaid of the Concrete Ocean" (2012, 127) and the second is "Werewolf Smile"
of

actuality a novel, archiving otherwise unrepresentable traumatic experiences…
experiences ultimately archived by Kiernan, obscured through the orientations
of genre and narrator but nonetheless participant in public culture as unsettling
stories of lesbian relationality.

innocent victims and therapeutic healing to present something that was raw,
confrontational, and even sexy" (Cvetkovich 2003, 4)—frequently melding the
violent, monstrous, and erotic. After Constance informs Sarah that she crossed an
unspoken boundary by reading the short story Sarah is "supposed to have written"
(Kiernan 2010, 191) though, she does not remember doing so, the pair have sex;
following the awkward and disconnected encounter of bodies Sarah reads her

creature in the distance. However, following this disorienting unreal event, the

in pony-play with another woman. The lover, in turn, discovers the protagotive resonance contains the truth Sarah cannot otherwise approach or accept:
a shattering experience of betrayal compounded by
betrayal, leading to
the loss of a loved one. Amanda's suicide echoes as the unrepresentable trauma
at the core of Sarah's psychic deterioration alongside her faltering career and
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the wearing-out of her body as a poor, unwell queer woman. The erotic need,
emotional abuse, and relational damage that haunt "Pony," ghosting through its
sensual attachments and connotations, reveal a truth to Sarah—but she refuses the
"transparently autobiographical" (216) story after reading it, recoiling from its
within the piece, she becomes obsessed with the idea that perhaps Constance is
purposefully tormenting her by creating the illusion of haunting in the house; as
a result, Constance leaves her alone at the house, where she later dies.
Conversely, Imp approaches the paired short stories in

as pur-

to her new girlfriend, Abalyn, as a performative explanation of her felt relationship to debility and art. However, the story's central image of a half-eaten corpse
when Imp reveals that Eva's remains were similarly recovered after her walk into
the sea—as a dismembered corpse that Imp also paints for herself, privately, in an-

provocative instance of prose that "gives rise to new theoretical articulations of the
relation between sex and trauma as forms of bodily violation that destroy the self's
integrity […] discourses that fearlessly and shamelessly explore the imbrications of
pleasure and danger in sexual practice provide a model for approaches to trauma
that resist pathologizing judgments" (Cvetkovich 2003, 35). One of the doubled
memories Imp relates through the seventh chapter, during a period in which she
is unmedicated, revolves around the wolf Eva, whom she met on the side of the
she allows to fuck her. She describes the sexual encounter in a poetic and animalistic collection of phrases: "I lay down, and she climbed on top of me. She glared
down at me, all iridescent crepe-paper crimson eyeshine appetite, insatiable and
wanton, and I spread my legs for the wolf she'd always really been. Her wet black
before she roughly rolled me over onto my stomach and wounded breasts and
werewolf woman haunt her, as much as the siren-mermaid version of Eva, who
might also be a river monster, and so she writes them outside of herself through
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write "Werewolf Smile" after having
returned to her doctor and medication regimen, as well as reconnect with Abalyn
after their initial relationship dissolution. The story itself follows a young woman
whose lover, Eva Canning, falls in with the edgy and abusive painter Albert Perrault and then acts as the model for his disturbing taxidermy-and-sculpture series
showing the Black Dahlia murder victim transforming into a wolf. Eva ultimately
kills herself; the protagonist is left unsure of what she could have done to prevent
this outcome, but still haunted by the knowledge that she allowed Eva to go to
Perrault, knowing it would likely destroy her. Afterward, she says of the tale,
It came out as it needed to come. Because I couldn't manage a recitation of
false facts, I managed a recitation of truth. I was worried Dr. Ogilvy might
question the utility of having written a story about the wolf that was only
indirectly my story of the wolf. But she didn't, even when I suggested I'd
only set one box within another, that all I'd accomplished was the creation of
magazine. It belongs to no one except me. (238)

sense of guilt
to integrate an understanding—though unstable and fuzzy—of the actual events
behind her complex set of memories: Eva was her lover, she drove them to the
beach together, and she could not prevent Eva from walking into the sea. The
disorienting, disruptive ghost of the troubled and troubling Eva, who herself
into the trauma archive, her haunting given place and space among other specters.
Imp then closes the memoir on a hopeful note—that
it's possible to save
by Sarah in
. The archive of trauma doesn't aim to prevent or erase
its contents; instead, it makes the pain a public feeling, shareable and dispersed
among the broader life-worlds of queer women in a contemporary culture full
of violence, love, loss, and need.

Conclusions
and
together narrate an approach to understanding,
processing, and communicating stories of queer trauma that values the construc-

thematically within them. The simultaneity of being-and-doing allows the reader
to be open to the possibilities of the archive of feelings, perhaps to the potential for
experiencing the collected
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protagonists, has released into the public culture as hauntings. Cvetkovich argues
that "more vivid than concrete memories of the actual events are the emotional
memories that convey a sense of traumatic experience" (2003, 258). Her own scholarship contains such diverse materials as a drag cabaret performance, knitting and
—creating an
"archive of feelings that helps me make the turn from depression to the reparative
work of daily living" (2012, 26). As archives of feeling, Kiernan's novels center
on stories of queer women processing their emotions through materials including
metaphorical. The protagonists are disoriented and shattered by trauma, seeking
re-orientation in the world through the texts that create them and that they then
such as "incomplete mourning,
a holding on to the past that keeps the dead with us, can be a resource" (Cvetkovich
able the acknowledgment of a past that can be painful to remember, impossible to
forget, and resistant to consciousness" (241) while also aiming toward the creation of
a livable future. The queer traumas permeating and radiating from
and
enter the broader culture through their publication,
brimming with ugliness but also erotic and relational energies that refuse to retreat
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